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??? Longman Guide ??????????
In both British and American English, cheers is the practically universal toast
before dinking. ? ibid.
???????????????????????? cheers???????????
????????????????????
For many British speakers it is an all-purpose word used as a form of thanks, as a
farewell, and even as an apology. ? ibid.
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Background of the British English
??English Daily Lives?????
Hisao ASADA
To understand the background of language, I firmly believe, will eventually be
effective in an approach to its grammar and usage. From this point of view, I have argued
some aspects of the English daily lives in my paper?forthcoming?, based on my personal
experience and knowledge gained from my daily life while I was living in Nottingham,
U.K., for better understanding of the British English.
From September ???? to March ????, with financial support of Kwansei Gakuin
University, I lived in Nottingham as a visiting research scholar at the School of English
Studies, the University of Nottingham. Nottingham is right in the heart of England,
specifically in the East Midlands, less than two hours from London with excellent transport
links to the capital and the rest of the U.K.
Fortunately my research on the campus has gone well, and at the same time my daily
life there itself has given me many insights into the culture of the England and a large
number of things I have never known before.
The present paper is a sequel to my forthcoming paper above, arguing other aspects of
the everyday lives including manners and customs of the English. Main topics dealt with
here are fireworks in England with special comparison to those in Japan, Halloween, Guy
Fawkes’ Day, Christmas, New Year’s Day, British greeting hello with special reference to
American hi, and British words of gratitude cheers and ta. These are discussed from
another side of them scarcely known here in Japan.
My daily life in Nottingham has not only shown me innumerable real images and
actual situations of English daily lives unknown in Japan, but also inspired me to study its
background for better understanding of the British English. I really hope the series of my
papers will complement insufficient information on the British and will help to understand
the British English as well as the real state of lives in England.
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